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SPACE AND FPS COMBAT TRANSCEND LIMITS IN THIS SCI-FI PVP SHOOTER

SEATTLE, WA (JUNE 24, 2021) -  Project Genesis, a team based space combat FPS genre
mashup, will release its Hercules 2.0 milestone on June 24, 2021. The Hercules 2.0 milestone
marks the twelfth pre-alpha update for the Steam early access title.

Two dynamic game genres fuse together in Project Genesis, the Sci-Fi PVP shooter from 8
Circuit Studios that blends space combat with first-person shooter engagements. Designed with
the FPS player in mind, Project Genesis merges visceral FPS combat with frenetic battle craft
dogfights, utilizing traditional shooter mechanics in both arenas. Pilots are thrust into an
exhilarating, binary arena that transcends the bounds of the two genres, immersing players in
explosive, multi-faceted warfare.

With the Hercules 2.0 milestone release, Project Genesis ushers in dynamic updates and
features that dramatically refine gameplay and mechanics designed to significantly enhance the
player experience. Improving on the foundational elements that ground the title, the Hercules
2.0 milestone enriches Project Genesis with the implementation of incentivizing player
progression, essential social matchmaking, potent arsenal additions, and stunning aesthetic
selections.

Player progression in Project Genesis is better than ever in Hercules 2.0, with an engaging new
point in progress system being integrated into the title. Pilots can now track their progression
in-game and benefit from visual indicators that identify key progression points and rewards.

Games are better with friends, and with the Hercules 2.0 milestone, players can now leverage
the social component within Steam to create squads and team up with friends in Project
Genesis. Staking claim to victory on the battlefield requires teamwork and now Pilots can unite
in pursuit of collective triumph.

The Hercules 2.0 milestone also brings aggressive updates and additions to the FPS weapon
arsenal, refining existing weapons and introducing powerful armament additions. Predictive
recoil patterns have been implemented in Project Genesis, and differentiations for weapon
spread between hip-fire and aim-down-sights firing have been integrated, rewarding Pilots for
mechanical precision during engagements.

Accompanying the release of Hercules 2.0 is a stunning upgrade to the Founder’s Pack DLC
content for Project Genesis. This 5-tier, limited-time content available only while Project Genesis
is in Early Access allows Pilots to show support for the development team and receive stunning
in-game cosmetic items. Featuring dynamic kill card items, striking battle craft skins, and much
more, Early Access supporters can show off support for Project Genesis in style. Players that
purchase Project Genesis will receive the Gold Founder’s Pack DLC with their purchase, and
each of the 5 DLC packs can also be purchased individually.



Exciting events commemorate the release of the Hercules 2.0 milestone, celebrating the impact
of this update to Project Genesis. Beginning on June 24, Project Genesis will launch an 2-week
open playtest on Steam, allowing players the opportunity to try the title and newest milestone for
free. Additionally on June 24, Project Genesis will launch a new Twitch Drops campaign,
rewarding viewers of participating Twitch channels with exclusive cosmetic DLC items that can
be utilized in-game. Completing the celebration for Hercules 2.0, on June 24, Project Genesis
will also be offering a 33% limited-time discount during the Steam Summer Sale, making it the
best time for new players to grab their copy of this exciting game.

Project Genesis continues to push the boundaries of the shooter and space genres by
synthesizing the two landscapes in a visceral form. On June 24, Hercules 2.0 continues this
momentum with dynamic updates, thrilling new content, and engaging events, further
transforming this unique space combat experience.

Secure your copy of Project Genesis today and enter the captivating, deep-space terrain:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/700240/Project_Genesis/

For the latest, up-to-date news connect with 8 Circuit Studios on Discord, Twitter, Facebook,
Medium, and YouTube.

About 8 Circuit Studios

8 Circuit Studios is a new independent game development company started by the collaboration
between new and veteran game developers, some of which have worked on titles like Super
Mario World, Age of Empires, Mech Warrior IV, F.E.A.R. 2, World of Tanks, Shadow of the Tomb
Raider, and Halo 5.
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